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ABSTRACT

Variables influencing the mixing in a single-phase
(30.5 x 60 x 606 cm) and a two-phase

(20 x 40 x 200 cm)

channel reactor model were studied.

Tracer and/or neutral

density particle techniques were used to determine an eddy
diffusivity, D e , for the system(s).

Three bubbler

arrangements were investigated in the one-phase work.

A

separate apparatus was developed to withstand the corrosive
ness of the tetrachloroethylene used in the two-phase work.

Both the electrical conductivity tracer technique and
the neutral density particle technique were shown to be
feasible experimental techniques for determining an eddy
diffusivity in the systems studied.

Decreasing liquid depth

or gas flow rate decreased the mixing in the systems.
bubble wall bubbler arrangement yielded higher

De

The

values and

the central linear bubbler arrangement yielded lower values,
relative to the single central bubbler arrangement.

This

was attributed to the directionality of the non-turbulent
portion of the mixing energy.

In the two-phase work, an upper phase was shown to
decrease the mixing in the lower phase.

Also, mixing in the

upper phase was also lower than that expected, probably due
to a more random mixing in this phase which resulted from
surface energy effects on the gas phase at the liquid-liquid
interface.

Ill
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. TREND TOWARD CONTINUITY
Extractive metallurgy related industries have been
leaning away from batch processes and toward continuous
processes.

Because there is not always an available

continuous process, these industries have been trying to
develop economic alternatives to the present batch systems.
Some examples of recently developed processes showing this
tendency toward continuity in smelting and refining are the
QS (Queneau-Schuhmann) process for copper, the QSL (QueneauSchuhmann-Lurgi) process for lead, the Cominco process for
lead, the Mitsubishi and Noranda processes for copper, and
the use of tundish metallurgy for deoxidation, inclusion
flotation and alloying.
1. Economic Advantages.

The reason for the emphasis on

contunuous processes has been the possibility of economic
benefit.

Capital costs can be greatly reduced because of a

reduction in size and cost of furnaces and holding units, a
reduction in the need for elaborate materials handling
equipment and a decrease in fugitive emissions at transfer
fer points.

Costly reinforced foundations are no longer

needed to support the cranes, ladles, railway systems, etc.,
and there are decreased costs for buildings and real estate
due to an overall reduction in plant size.

Also, the

suitability of continuous processes toward control and
automation can reduce labor costs. A well integrated system
can be more easily optimized for power and fuel require
ments, and continuous casting could benefit from a uniform
and continuous stream of metal1 .

2

2. Trend Toward Channel Reactors.

Many of the newer

continuous processes listed above depend on maintaining a
concentration difference inside the reactor.

Metal or matte

may enter the reactor at one end and pure, refined metal or
slag may leave the reactor at the other.

Because the liquid

baths are generally gas stirred (either because the gas is a
reactant or a carrier of a particulate reactant) the bath is
mixed as a result of liquid entrainment in the upward gas
stream.

If the mixing caused by gas blowing is too vigo

rous, the desired concentration gradient can be destroyed.
This has led to the implementation of the channel reactor
design in which the length of the reactor is large relative
to the width or liquid depth.

This allows a more gradual

concentration gradient down the length of the reactor as
compared to that possible in a shorter reactor.

This

results because the same concentration difference can be
realized over a larger distance.

B. THE NEED FOR RESEARCH
The mixing in the direction of the length of the
reactor (longitudinal mixing) is, therefore, very detrimen
tal to the concentration difference needed for proper
operation of the systems.

The degree of longitudinal mixing

must, therefore, be characterized to assure proper reactor
design. Because there is limited previous research and
industrial data on the subject of gas-induced mixing in a
channel reactor, there is a limited understanding of how
gas-induced mixing affects the longitudinal mixing in the
systems.

3
C. PRESENT RESEARCH
1. Objectives.

The purpose of the present work is to

further understand the mixing phenomena in these metallurgi
cal systems and characterize the variables that affect the
longitudinal mixing in a channel reactor with bottom
blowing.

The scale of the system is larger than any

previously studied; thus, there is closer dimensional
similarity to an actual system.

The concept of a "bubble

wall", in which the injected gas is distributed evenly
across the width of the channel, is tested as a barrier to
mixing.

Tests were also conducted with two other types of

bubblers:

a tuyere like

bubbler and a set of bubblers that

evenly distribute bubbles down the longitudinal axis of t e
reactor model.

All of the research reported is for low

(room) temperature models of a rectangular channel reactor.
The scope of the present work covers three areas:

a one

liquid phase system in which the effects of gas flow rate,
liquid depth, and bubbler arrangement are studied; natural
convection studies in which the effects of a density
difference due to a concentration gradient in a phase
increase mixing rates; and a two liquid phase (organic and
aqueous) model in which the mixing in the upper phase could
be noted, the effect of the upper phase on mixing in the
lower phase could be studied, and the three-phase (gas and
two liquids) interactions could be recorded.
2. The Systems. The one-phase and natural convection
work was carried out using softened tap water as the liquid
in a 60 cm high, 30.5 cm wide, and 607 cm long Plexiglas
tank.

The two-phase research was accomplished in a 40 cm

high, 20 cm wide, 200 cm long Plexiglas tank utilizing
tetrachloroethylene as the lower phase and distilled water

4
as the upper phase.

Data logging was accomplished by an IBM

PC/XT personal computer through a Keithley DAS 500 Series
data acquisition system and stored on disk so that immediate
plotting was possible with graphics software.
Two methods of studying the mixing rate were used:
tracer studies and neutral density particles. The tracer
studies involved a stimulus-response technique in which the
concentration change due to a salt solution injection was
noted with time.

The neutral density particle studies

involved measuring the frequency at which the particles
moved randomly through the system.

In both cases, a

dispersion model was used to quantify the mixing rate.

The

dispersion model fits the data with an eddy diffusivity that
is analogous to the molecular diffusivity in a one dimen
sional Fick's law problem.
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. CONTINUOUS STEELMAKING

Szekely2 showed that in a continuous smelting or
refining process a well mixed reactor (a continuous stirred
tank reactor or CSTR3 ) would have to be several times larger
in volume than a batch process unit to obtain the same
degree of conversion; he also showed that a reactor with
cocurrent flow of metal and slag (or matte and slag) in plug
flow (with no backmixing) through the reactor would give
identical results to a batch process of the same residence
time, and that backmixing or longitudinal mixing in the
reactor would worsen the results; he showed that a countercurrent plug flow reactor could drastically decrease the
residence time of the system resulting in much smaller
reactors or much larger throughputs, but that backmixing in
a countercurrent system could erase these improved effects.

In a system with flow, the dimensionless group De /uLt
(inverse Peclet number) characterizes the mixing rate of the
system relative to the time spent in the reactor, where D e
is the eddy diffusivity, u is the mean velocity through the
reactor, and Lt
D e /uLt

is the length of the reactor.

When

approaches zero the system approaches plug flow

conditions, and when D e /uLt
behaves as a CSTR.

approaches infinity the system

Szekely concluded from studies of mixing

in an open hearth furnace2 >4 that a continuous single-unit
steelmaking process was not feasible (unless a reactor
several hundred feet long was used) because of the high rate
of mixing.

For a hypothetical continuous reactor, he

estimated2 a D e /uLt
time of 40 minutes

value of 0.27 which assumed a residence
(the residence time in a typical oxygen

6
steelmaking process) and concluded that
"... unless special precautions are taken, a
continuous steelmaking unit would operate as a
well stirred or at least partially stirred system
and, as such would require an appreciably higher
processing time than the conventional batch
process."2
Yet, Worner et al.1 *3 working with the WORCRA continuous
steelmaking furnace have demonstrated that concentration
gradients do exist down the length of the reactor, and using
a copper tracer, they measured a D e /uLt

value of 0.064 with a

residence time of 22.2 minutes with a 3.5 tonne per hour
throughput.

This discrepancy exemplifies how the conditions of the
system can affect the mixing.
in a open hearth

Szekely did his measurements

length to width ratio of about 2:1, and

Worner et al. used the WORCRA pilot plant with a length to
width ratio of about 8:1.

Since neither reported a blowing

rate or liquid depth, these variables may also have dif
fered.

Clearly, by optimizing the conditions of the system

a lower backmixing might be achieved making a continuous
process more feasible.

B. BOTTOM BLOWN WATER MODELLING

Sahai6 *7 and others have done prior one-phase water
modelling using a tuyere-like bubbler located at regular
intervals down the length of a Plexiglas tank.

In his

doctoral dissertation work, Sahai used 5 and 10 cm wide, 30
cm high, and 150 cm long tanks and operated them with and
without bulk liquid flow.

He used a dye tracer added at one

7
end and measured the concentration changes at the far end
with a spectrophotometer.

Among the variables he studied

were gas blowing rate, bubbler spacing, liquid depth, tank
width, and liquid flow rate.
At a fixed gas flow rate per bubbler, Sahai noted that
the mixing rate reached a maximum at a bubbler spacing of
about 2.0 to 2.5 times the liquid depth.

With flow visual

ization techniques and a laser doppler anemometer, Sahai
also showed the existence of recirculating flow fields,
referred to as cells, that in a relatively short time became
well mixed.

These cells formed as a result of the entrain

ment of liquid in the rising gas plume and formed one on
either side of a bubbler.

(See Figure 2.1.

A cell is

defined as the liquid volume between Planes A and B, or
between Planes B and C,... and therefore, Planes A through E
are labeled cell boundaries.)

Intermixing between these

cells seemed to be the limiting factor in the overall mixing
down the length of the tank. From this result, Sahai
concluded that the vertical planes perpendicular to the
length of the tank and located at the bubblers (Planes A, C
and E in Figure 2.1) and halfway between bubblers (Planes B
and D in Figure 2.1) acted as barriers to mixing.

As a

result, mixing across the cell boundaries is the limiting
factor determining the overall mixing rate in the system.
The effect of increasing the number of bubblers (decreasing
the bubbler spacing, 2L) was to increase the number of these
barrier planes and thus increase the resistance to mixing in
the longitudinal direction.
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With other conditions constant, he noted that D e was
proportional to Q" , where Q is the gas flow rate per bubbler
and n is an exponent that he evaluated to be 0.5 for the
conditions he studied.

Sahai also showed that decreasing

liquid depth drastically decreased the eddy diffusivity.
When Sahai imposed a bulk liquid flow on the system,
the effects of the bubbler spacing on eddy diffusivity were
changed.

A similar shape of the eddy diffusivity versus

bubbler spacing curve was noted, with a maximum eddy
diffusivity value, but the maximum was raised to a value
about 60% higher relative to that with no bulk flow.

The

maximum also occurred at a different value of the bubbler
spacing; as bulk liquid flow rate increased, the value of
the bubbler spacing at which the maximum occurred increased.
Willis8 extended Sahai's work.

He worked in tanks of

three widths: 10 cm, 5 cm and 2.5 cm and always worked with
a liquid depth of half the width and a bubbler spacing of
twice the width. By doing experiments with both water and a
more viscous aqueous solution of glycerol, his results
showed that dimensional analysis (see Section III.D) is
valid, at least over the range of his low temperature
modelling.

This is an important factor in scale-up consid

erations .

C . BOTTOM BLOWN MOLTEN SALT MODELLING
Sae-Lim and Robertson9 used an equimolar molten salt
mixture of potassium nitrate and sodium nitrate in a
high-temperature model of a channel reactor system. The
system consisted of a frame of 316 stainless steel with
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stainless end walls and base and Pyrex side walls.

The tank

was 61 cm (24 inches) long and 15.2 cm (6 inches) wide.
They worked at liquid depths of 7.6 and 15.2 cm (3 and 6
inches).

A variety of gas flow rates and bubbler spacings

were investigated.

They also worked at temperatures from

235 to 385°C thereby varying the kinematic viscosity of the
molten salt mixture.
Unlike water modelling, they could not discard the tank
contents after each experiment, so they were unable to do
tracer studies. As an alternate method of quantifying the
mixing rate, they used the method of neutral density
particles (see Section III.C).

By measuring the frequency

(f) of the particles' movement across cell boundaries, the
eddy diffusivity (De ) could be evaluated as fL2 , where L is
half the bubbler spacing (the distance between cell bound
aries) .
Their work supported Sahai's results that D e is
proportional to Qn , but did not support Sahai's result that
n was a constant of value 0.5.

Rather, they found that n

ranged from 0.25 to 0.35 for the range of their experimenta
tion and that n depended mainly on system geometry (as the
bubbler spacing (2L) decreased or the liquid depth (H)
decreased, n decreased). When plotted in a dimensionless
format, Sae-Lim's r suits showed higher mixing rates than
the results of Sahai and Willis; this was attributed to
natural convec ion due to heat input from heaters on the end
walls and base of the tank.

It was concluded that these

natural convection effects would be much less important in a
metal system because the Prandtl number for a liquid metal
is much lower than for a molten salt, resulting in lesser
temperature gradients.
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D. TOP BLOWN WATER MODELLING
1. One-Phase Work.

Conochie10 , and Conochie &

Gray11-12 have done work similar to Sahai's, but with top
blowing to simulate the oxygen lances in the WORCRA process.
Like Sahai, they used an on-line spectrophotometer to
measure a concentration change of a dye tracer, and worked
with and without a bulk liquid flow.

Unlike Sahai, they

chose a tanks-in-series model with a backmixing component as
opposed to a dispersion model.
The tanks-in-series model assumes that each of the
cells described above is a well mixed section of the reactor
and that there is a certain recirculating fluid flow rate
between adjacent cells.

Because the mixing between adjacent

cells is more turbulent at the gas injection site than at
the halfway point between injection sites, they assumed a
two parameter model with different parameters to quantify
the intermixing between cells at the two different kinds of
cell boundaries.
2. Two-Phase Work.

Tanaka and Ariake13 did work

involving a top blown water model with a thin paraffin layer
to simulate a top blown metal-slag system. They showed that
the effect of the pseudo-slag was a marked increase in
mixing time (decrease in mixing rate) of the pseudo-metal,
although it was not clear whether this effect was primarily
a result of increased drag in the lower phase due to the
upper phase or if it was caused mainly by the insulation of
the lower phase from the top blowing.

The systems used were

horizontal cylinders filled to a depth of just under half
the diameter. They used a single lance and a potassium
chloride tracer.
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III. THEORY
A. INTRODUCTION
The concept of using an eddy diffusivity to quantify
the mixing rate in metallurgical systems has been widely
used in the past.

Many of the references cited in the

Literature Review (Section II) used this method3-12.

This

technique of quantifying the mixing rate with an eddy
diffusivity assumes that the convective mixing behaves
analogously to molecular diffusion with a constant diffusi
vity (diffusivity is not a function of concentration or
position).

B. TRACER EXPERIMENTS
1. Problem Statement.

Tracer experiments are a

stimulus-response technique in which the tracer is generally
introduced as a sudden concentration change.

The concentra

tion as a function of time and position is then monitored
and the data fitted to a theoretical curve to determine the
mixing characteristics of the system under those conditions.
Because the Levenspiel dispersion model3 defines this as a
transient diffusion experiment, the theoretical equation
involves the solution of Fick's second law with the appro
priate initial and boundary conditions.
2. Equation Derivations.

To derive the equation for a

system of finite length, Lt , one must begin with the
equation for a semi-infinite system.

For this transient

experiment with a constant eddy diffusivity, no reaction and
no convection in a one-dimensional semi-infinite system,
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Fick's second law takes the form
5C
5t

n
E 5X 2

with boundary conditions

and

initial

| | = 0

@ t = t, X = 0

C = 0

@ t = t, X -» co

condition
C = M5CX) @ t = 0, X = X .

It can be shown14 that the solution is
c - 4 ? exph C t )

[Eqa 30

For diffusion in a medium of finite length, where the end
acts as a barrier to further diffusion, a different solution
would result.
Crank14 explains how a boundary to diffusion (such as
the ends of a system of finite length) reflect the further
diffusion and how the reflected diffusion distribution is
superimposed upon the original distribution.
(See Figure
3.1.)

He also explains how this must satisfy the boundary

condition that 5C/5x = 0 at x = Lt (no flux across a
boundary) because the slope of the reflected distribution is
the negative of the slope of the original. So their sum
(the slope of the resulting, superimposed distribution or
5C/5x) must be zero.

Because at longer times, the reflected

distribution would again be reflected by the boundary at
x = 0, and reflected again at x = Lt , etc., the resulting
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solution for the diffusion of a pulse of material in a
medium of finite length, Lt , would be an infinite series of
the original distribution summed (or superimposed) with the
reflected distributions.

Each term in this series is a

distribution in the form of Equation 3.1, with the distance
X being different for each term. In the first term (the
original distribution), the distance the diffusing material
must travel is x units (refer to Figure 3.1) and therefore x
is substituted for X in Equation 3.1 to be the first term in
the infinite series. In the first reflection term, the
distance the diffusing material will have travelled is
Lt + (Lt-x) or 2Lt-x units, and so this quantity is
substituted for X to form the first reflection term of the
infinite series.

After the second reflection, the distance

the diffused material will have travelled is Lt +Lt +x or
2Lt+x.

These quantities are tabulated in Table I for the

first ten terms of the infinite series.
Table I:

The quantities substituted for X in Equation 3.1

to form the first ten terms of the infinite series solution
for diffusion of an impulse source in a medium of length Lt .
Reflection Term #
0 (orig. distr.)

Substitution
X

1

2Lt -x

2

2Lt +x

3

4Lt -x

4

4Lt +x

5

6Lt -x

6

6Lt +x

7

8Lt -x

8

8Lt +x
lOLt -x

9

Figure 3 . Is The reflection effect of on impermeable
boundary at x = L.
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If one thinks of x as (OLt+x), the even numbered
substituted quantities in Table I could be written as
(2nLt+x) for n = 0,1,2,... and the odd numbered quantities
written as (2nLt-x) for n = 1,2,3,...

The infinite series

solution could then be written as
i 00

r

M
^7rDEt

^

■ (2nLt+x)2
IV
/ , exp
1

4DEt

.

H1=0

and since
00

0

S rw

=£ f( - n ) ■

n=0

n=-oo

Equation 3.2 can be rewritten

c -*
N

h

ln=-oo

n=l

Since
[2nLt-x]2 = (x-2nLt]2 ,
<30

r (')
r

^

= _M _

yexp[-lx"2nL‘l21 + t e x p l - ^ - 1
-v]7rDEt Z , Pl 4DEt J + i £ , expl 4DEt J
iri=-ol>

rpl

and since
00

00

2 f[n) + 2 f (n] = 2 f(n)

n=-co

n-=I

n=-co

00
L

Lpi
<

(Eqn. 3.3] .
« Et >
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Equation 3.3 is the identical equation as that used by
Szekely4 (except a factor of two resulting because his
system was a length 2Lt from x = -Lt to x = Lt) and that
used by Sahai6 (except for a substitution of M = qLt/V).
Equation 3.3 can be further manipulated to yield a
dimensionless format by dividing both sides by the wellmixed concentration (the concentration at infinite time),
Co , and substituting C0 = M/Lt .

The resulting equation is

00

jC_ _ __L
h =

C0

y exp

\j7rrDD
t;
,t L u

(x-2nLt)‘
4DEt

(Eqn. 3.4)

After substituting the dimensionless groups,
C' -

t =
Co

’

Dgt
L
Lt2

and

x* = r - .

Equation 3.4 takes the form
co
c' =

w

-

tE,a 3 51 ■

C . NEUTRAL DENSITY PARTICLE WORK
Shewmon15 goes through a derivation relating the
unidirectional molecular diffusivity in a metal to the jump
frequency of the atoms, f, and the jump distance, d.
derivation is repeated here.

This

A crystalline bar with a concentration gradient in the
length direction (y direction) is considered.
defined as follows:

The system is

two adjacent lattice planes (plane 1

and plane 2, both perpendicular to the y direction) of unit
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area in this bar; the two planes exist a distance, d, apart;
ni atoms of diffusing material exist in plane 1 and n2 in
plane 2; f is the average number of times an atom*jumps to
an adjacent plane per unit time; and jumps are allowed only
in the +y or -y directions.
With such a system, the number of atoms of diffusing
material per unit time that jump out of plane 1 is m f and
(since these atoms could jump either to or away from plane
2) the number of atoms jumping from plane 1 to plane 2 is
f . Likewise, the number of atoms of diffusing material
per unit time that jump from plane 2 to plane 1 is %n2 f.
Therefore, the net flux of material in the y direction, J,
is % ( m - n 2 )f.

Noting that the concentrations in plane 1 and

plane 2, respectively, are Ci = m / d and C2 = m/d, and that
5C/5y is essentially -(Ci-C2 )/d.

Therefore,

J = -%fd2(5C/5y). This equation is identical to Fick's
first law if D = %fd2.
One could apply this concept analogously to the random
motion of a neutral density particle (NDP) in the present
work. A jump is defined as an NDP moving from one cell to
an adjacent cell, and therefore d is equal to the cell
length, L, and the equation becomes
De

-

i f L2

(Eqn.

3.6).

Therefore, by determining the average frequency of NDP
moving randomly from one cell to an adjacent cell, the eddy
diffusivity can be determined using Equation 3.6.
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D. NATURAL CONVECTION EXPERIMENTS
The problem of steady state natural convection in a
shallow enclosure heated from the sides has been addressed
by Bejan16.

He examines a rectangular enclosure of height H

and length Lt which has a constant low temperature wall on
one end and a constant high temperature wall on the other
end with the top and base well insulated. At steady state
the system can be characterized by an aspect ratio, H/Lt,
the Grashof number, Gr, the Prandlt number, Pr, and the
Nusselt number, Nu. Bejan further simplifies the system by
replacing Gr and Pr with the Rayleigh number, Ra (Ra = Gr x
Pr), and obtains the following:
Nu = f(Ra, H/Lt)

(Eqn. 3.7) .

For the characteristic length used in evaluating the
Rayleigh number, the system height was used.

Bejan gives a

plot of Nu as a function of RaH/Lt with H/Lt as a parameter
which is reproduced in Figure 3.2.
Applying the
and mass transfer
Bird, Stewart and
Figure 3.2 can be

analogy that exists between heat transfer
(explained with regard to this problem by
Lightfoot17 ), the Rayleigh number in
replaced with a Rayleigh number for mass

transfer, Ram (defined in Equation 3.8 as the product of the
Grashof number for mass transfer, Grm , and the Schmidt
number, Sc), and the Nusselt number replaced with the
Nusselt number for mass transfer, Num17 (also known as the
Sherwood number).
Ram ^ Glm X SC ^

pp p g FT] fJLl
1 p2
J Ip d J

ip g HJ
H D~~

[Eqn. 3.8] .

Figure 3.2 can then be used to estimate Num for a known Ra
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10*

I05

I04

I09

Figure 3.2: Nusselt number chart for natural
convection in a shallow enclosure heated
in the end to-end direction (from
reference 16D.
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and H/Lt in a shallow enclosed mass transfer system in which
the transferred material is generated at one end wall of the
system and depleted at the other end wall.

(An example

might be an electrorefining process in which the metal ion
is generated at the anode and depleted at the cathode and
the solution density varies with concentration.)
In the present natural convection work without forced
convection, the experimental system was not steady state,
nor did it have a constant driving force (the concentration
difference and therefore the density difference and the
Rayleigh number changed with time), but more importantly,
the artificial concentration distribution has been imposed
on the system by the initially high eddy diffusivity.

As a

result, Figure 3.2 cannot explicitly be applied to the
present natural convection work.
However, even though the normal experiments (in which
gas flow is not ended) is also unsteady, the eddy diffusi
vity remains constant. The problem of an artificial
concentration gradient being imposed upon the system does
not exist as it did in the natural convection testing.
Therefore, the eddy diffusivity and the instantaneous
density difference could be used in calculating the Rayleigh
number to find the predicted instantaneous effects of
natural convection on the mixing in the system.

E. DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Dimensional analysis is a mathematical tool used to
save experimental time by allowing the experimenter to
arrange independent variables in dimensionless groups.

This
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decreases the amount of experimentation needed and makes
comparis n to other work easier.
1. One-Phase Work.

By inspection, the longitudinal

diffusivity in the single-phase system should be given by an
equation of the form
DE = f ( a, W, H, L, Q, v, g )

(Eqn. 3.9),

if variables such as the wall roughness, total length,
orifice diameter, and gas characteristics are considered to
have secondary effects only.

These variables are tabulated

along with their dimensions in Table II.
Table II:

Variables considered in the one-phase dimen

sional analysis along with their symbols and dimensions,
lslength and t=time.
VARIABLE

SYMBOL

Cell Width

W

Flu id Kinematic V is c o s ity

v

Longitud inal

DE

Bubbler

Eddy

Geom etrical

D iff u s iv it y
Arrangem ent

a

Cell Height

H

Cell Length

L

Gas Flow Rate (per bubbler)

Q

G ravitational A ccele ration

g

B1MENSI0NS
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Note that length, 1, and time, t, are the only two
primary dimensions that appear in the dimensions column of
Table II which indicates that two independent variables can
be chosen arbitrarily (provided the two variables cannot
themselves form a dimensionless group).

In Table II, cell

width and liquid kinematic viscosity are separated from the
other variables because these two were chosen as the
independent variables. These two variables were chosen
because they yielded simple and familiar dimensionless
groups; equally valid dimensionless groups would result if
any two other variables in Equation 3.9 were chosen as the
independent variables.
By applying the Buckingham pi method18

one obtains

six dimensionless groups:
De ,
v

inverse Schmidt number

a

, bubbler geometrical arrangement

H
W

,

dimensionless cell

height

_L
W

,

dimensionless cell

length

,

modified Reynolds rumber

Q
yW

y2
,
W 3g

inverse Galileo number

and the resulting equation
De

y = f

L_
JQ_
w ’ W • yW 1 W 3g

K

(Eqn.

3.10) .

The relationship expressed by Equation 3.10 indicates
that the inverse Schmidt number should be a function of only
geometry (including bubbler arrangement), the modified
Reynolds number and the inverse Galileo number.
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IV.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A. THE ONE-PHASE SYSTEM
1. The Tank.

The single-phase work was carried out in

a rectangular tank made of half inch thick Plexiglas that
was 30.5 cm wide, 61 cm high and 607 cm long internally (see
Figure 4.1).

The tank was supported and strengthened by a

frame made of aluminum angle bar. The tank was filled with
softened tap water such that a width to liquid depth ratio
of 4:1, 2:1, or 1:1 was achieved.

A pump equipped with hose

longer than the tank length was available for mixing the
contents of the system to achieve uniform conditions of
concentration before and after an experiment.
2. The Gas Injection System.

The gas injection system

consisted of a compressed nitrogen gas bottle delivering gas
regulated at 20 psig to a distributor of two liter internal
volume that was located inside the control cabinet.

From

there, the gas was distributed through ten Matheson 602
calibrated flow meters located on the face of the control
cabinet to ten bubblers that were located on the bottom of
the tank.

The bubblers were evenly spaced along the length

of the tank at a spacing of 2L with the first bubbler a
distance L from the tank end.

Figure 4.1:

SingIe-phase experimentaI tank.
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3.

Bubbler Design.

for the single-phase work:

Two types of bubblers were designed

a point bubbler and a linear

bubbler.
The purpose of the point bubbler is to simulate a
tuyere type of gas injection where the gas flow originates
from a small orifice (point). This bubbler (see Figure 4.2)
was made using a 1 mm bore Pyrexcapillary bentin a U
shape
to lay flat on the bottom of the tank.

The one

end of U

shaped bubbler was connected to the gas line coming from a
flow meter and the other end was bent perpendicular
plane of the U and cut off about 6 to 8 mm from
This end served as the gas injection point.

to the

thebottom.

The total

length of the capillary was limited to assure a low pressure
drop of the gas through the bubbler.

At the highest gas

flow rate studied, pressure drops of between 12 and 14.5 mm
of water were noted in the ten bubblers.
The linear bubbler was designed to evenly distribute
the gas flow along a line segment equal in length to the
width of the tank.

Many designs were tried before a design

was found that gave a satisfactorily even gas flow distribu
tion.

The final design is shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

The bubblers were made from two pieces of 12 mm thick
Plexiglas that were milled 305 mm long and 29 mm high.

A

hydraulic press was then used to press 75 piano wires of
0.02 cm diameter into one piece making 75 equal and parallel
grooves of 0.4 cm spacing.

The grooves ran from the center

line of the height of the piece to the top edge.

A channel

was then cut into the piece with the 75 grooves. The channel
was located along the center line of the height of the
grooved piece and was 0.4 cm high, 0.3 cm deep, and 30 cm
long.

A hole was drilled and tapped through the non-grooved
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piece in the center of the height and length. The two
pieces were then glued together (wi h the grooved face
inward) along the bottom and the ends with a solvent cement
that dissolved the edges of the Plexiglas pieces and (upon
drying) fused the edges together. The result was a Plexi
glas bubbler with a gas inlet hole that led into a channel
which distributed the gas along the length of the bubbler to
the 75 grooves which then acted as mini bubbler orifices.
Because each groove had the same length, diameter and
pressure drop across it, each groove should then have the
same gas flow as the others, producing an even distribution
along the bubbler length. Due to slight warps in the
original flat pieces, small gaps between the two Plexiglas
pieces resulted in uneven flow distributions.

This problem

was solved by making stainless steel clamps that closed up
these gaps. Using from zero to three clamps per bubbler, an
even flow distribution could be achieved. Typical flow
distributions are pictured in Figures 4.5a through 4.6d for
both the design described above and a previous design using
a porous metal as the bubbling medium.

Figure 4.5: Bubble distributions from Plexiglas linear bubblers.

Figure

4.0:

Bubble d i s t r .

o f bubblers

using

sintered

p o ro u s m e t a l .
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4.
The Bubble Wall Arrangement. The bubble wall (BW)
arrangement consisted of using the linear bubblers placed
across the width of the tank and evenly spaced down the
length of the system at a bubbler spacing (S = 2L) of 61 cm
with the first bubbler spaced 30.5 cm from the tank end.
(See Figure 4.7a.)
Because the system modelled has gas injection from the
reactor bottom and because the height of the bubbler was not
negligible relative to the liquid depth, a false bottom was
installed into the system (see Figure 4.8). This false
bottom consisted of 6 mm Plexiglas plate which laid on top
of the bubblers and was sealed along the edges. The edges in
contact with the bubblers were not sealed because the
sealant could clog the bubbler orifices. This left an
ineffective barrier to mixing between the volumes of liquid
above and below the false bottom and, during an experiment,
the water below the false bottom diluted the salt solution
above leading to erroneously low results for the final,
well-mixed concentration, Co .
As a solution to the problem, the volume below the
false bottom was occupied with water-filled plastic bags,
such that the plastic bags filled the dead space and the
Plexiglas plate provided a rigid false bottom.
Because the bags could run under the bubblers, they
were made to extend the length of the tank and out both
ends.

The gas feed lines to the bubblers ran from one end

and along the bottom of the tank to the center of the
bubblers. Therefore, two bags were made of half the tank
width to allow access of the gas lines to the bubblers. The
plastic bags were made from polyethylene sheet.

To install
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the bags the false bottom and bubblers were removed and the
bags were laid along the tank base with the gas lines in the
center. Then the bubblers and false bottom were replaced
and sealed in position. Prior to running an experiment, the
bags were filled with water such that the ends were full to
just above the bulk liquid level, insuring that as much as
possible of the volume below the false bottom was filled.
This proved to be an adequate solution to the problem.
5. The Single Central Bubbler Arrangement.
4.7b.)

(See Figure

The single central bubbler (SCB) arrangement

consisted of placing the bubbler on the tank bottom with the
bubbler orifice located in the center of the width and at a
bubbler spacing (S = 2L) of 61 cm (with the first bubbler
orifice being the distance L from the end of the tank). The
gas feed lines ran along a bottom edge of the tank and the
bubblers and gas lines were held in position using a small
amount of caulking putty.
6. The Central Linear Bubbler Arrangement.

(See Figure

4.7c.) The central linear bubbler (CLB) arrangement
consisted of using the linear bubblers placed end-to-end
along the longitudinal axis of the tank base. Because of
prior experience with natural convection problems, baffles
were made for these tests.

They were the height of the

bubblers and long enough to fit between the bubblers and the
tank walls.

Placed in this manner (parallel to the actual

flow vectors), the baffles did not interfere with the
recirculating flow, but did prevent the natural convection
flow of the more dense tracer solution in the longitudinal
direction. The gas feed lines ran along the bottom edge of
the tank, under the baffles.
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Because of the expected length of the experimental time
period, a false end to the tank was installed midway in the
tank. This had the effect of decreasing the tank length in
half to 305 cm, and decreasing the experimental time by a
factor of four.
The central linear bubbler (CLB) setup resulted
essentially in one bubbler the length of the tank.

This

made comparison with the BW and SCB results difficult.
Because there was one bubbler in each length, S (61 cm), of
the BW and SCB experiments, each 61 cm of this one long
bubbler was considered a "bubbler". This resulted in easier
data comparison because this definition of a bubbler meant
that experiments run at the same liquid depth and gas flow
rate per bubbler had the same gas flow rate per unit volume
of liquid, regardless of which bubbler arrangement was used.
7.

Tracer Experiments.

In the one-phase system, tracer

experiments involved a stimulus-response technique in which
the concentration throughout the tank is monitored in
response to a tracer injection stimulus.
apparatus for three purposes:

This required

tracer addition, concentra

tion measurement and data logging.
a. Tracer Addition.

At the start of the experiment, a

potassium chloride tracer solution was added to one end of
the system. The amount of tracer solution added depended on
the total liquid in the system (e.g. liquid depth).

To

produce the tracer solution, a stock solution of 300 g/1
potassium chloride solution was diluted by a factor of 6
with distilled water to decrease the density of the solution
to a value closer to that of the bulk liquid (softened tap
water).

The diluted solution (3 liters for the 30.5 cm
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depth) was added to a V shaped tundish that was the width of
the tank.

This sat on the top aluminum frame of the tank

and had thirteen outlets connected to hoses long enough to
reach near the surface of the liquid below. This acted as a
distribution system to achieve a fairly uniform distribution
of the tracer across the width of the tank and reduced the
system even further toward the one dimensional eddy diffu
sion problem. The time for tracer addition ranged from 30
to 100 seconds, which was considered negligibly small
compared to experimental times of 60 to 480 minutes.
b.
Concentration Measurement. For the potassium
chloride tracer experiments, concentration measurement was
accomplished using Radiometer type CDC 104 conductivity
probes (located throughout the tank) and a Radiometer model
CDM 80 multiple-range conductivity meter (located in an
equipment cabinet). The probes and meter measured the
electrical conductivity of the fluid in the tank, displayed
a digital value (of three and a half digits) for the
conductivity and generated a zero to five volt analog
signal. The initial conductivity of the softened tap water
was generally 500 pS/cm plus or minus ten percent and the
tracer addition caused this to rise (at well-mixed condi
tions) to about 1000 pS/cm, so the conductivity meter was
used wit

the 0-2000 pS/cm range.

Because the conductivity

of an aqueous solution of potassium chloride increases
linearly with the salt concentration, the conductivity
change with time could be directly interpreted into concen
tration change with time. The multiple probes (maximum of
five) were connected to the one conductivity meter through a
Hampshire Controls dataplexer that scanned the multiple
probes (and one short-circuited signal) at regular inter
vals. Upon switching signals, the conductivity meter would
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take nearly a second to stabilize to the new value, but this
did not present a problem because the dwell time (time
between the dataplexer switching the signal from one probe
to the next) was always at least 4 seconds and was sometimes
as high as 22 seconds.

In all single-phase work, four

conductivity probes were used and were generally in the
fractional positions (relative to the length of the tank) of
0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 1.0.

The exception was the case of the

central linear bubbler arrangement when the fractional
positions of 0.2(left side), 0.2(right side), 0.5 and 1.0
were used.
c.

Data Logging.

For the tracer experiments, data

logging was accomplished through computer data acquisition.
The analog output of the conductivity meter was connected by
shielded, twisted-pair wires to a Keithley DAS Series 500
data acquisition system. This converted the analog signal
to a digital signal which was then sent to an IBM PC/XT
personal computer. The data acquisition system and personal
computer were located in another room.
The digital signal from the Series 500 hardware was
interpreted by the Keithley Soft500 software that extended
Microsoft Advanced Basic (BASICA) with added commands to
take advantage of the analog to digital conversion capabili
ties of the Series 500 hardware.

The author was then able

to write a computer program in this extended basic that
would take readings from the conductivity probes at the
appropriate times as the dataplexer scanned the probes. (See
Appendix A for a copy of the computer code.) The data were
stored on floppy disk in a format that was compatible with
Energraphics version 1.3 graphics software and was then
ready for immediate plotting.
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8.
Neutral Density Particle Experiments. The neutral
density particle experiments required only the added
apparatus of a counter, a timer and the neutral density
particles (NDP).
The NDP were made using glassblowing techniques; 5-8 mm
hollow Pyrex balls were made such that ratio of glass to
internal void yielded a ball density nearly equal to that of
the tap water used. A ball was considered to be of neutral
density when the rise or fall velocity of the ball in tap
water was less than about 5 mm/sec. This implies an error
in density of about 0.001 percent or a density difference
between the particle and the tap water of 10"5 g/ml.
Because the density of the tap water depends on
temperature and because room temperature varied a few
degrees from day to day, NDP were made to correspond to the
range of densities of the tap water from 20 to 25°C.

B. TWO-PHASE SYSTEM
1.

Phases Chosen.

In the low temperature work, two

immiscible phases were required.

The need was to maximize

the density difference so as to closely model a metal/slag
or matte/slag system.
Originally, softened tap water was to be used as the
aqueous phase but, for reasons which will be discussed
later, distilled water was used.

This was not a problem

since the volume needed was only 20 liters as opposed to 565
liters in the single-phase work. Because most organics are
only slightly less dense than water (the lowest commonly
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have a specific gravity of about 0.6), the density differ
ence could be maximized by choosing a halogenated hydrocar
bon that was more dense than water. Because of the highly
corrosive nature of fluorinated hydrocarbons and the highly
toxic nature of brominated hydrocarbons, the chlorinated
hydrocarbons seemed the logical choice.
Two common chlorinated organics with high specific
gravities were tested because of their safety and ready
availability:

trichloroethylene (C2 HCI3 ) and tetrachlo-

roethylene (C2 CI4 ). The two fluids were tested for
corrosiveness as a solvent to Plexiglas because this was the
material of choice for constructing the experimental tank.
Trichloroethylene dissolved Plexiglas but tetrachloroethylene was completely compatible with Plexiglas. The choice
of tetrachloroethylene was fortunate since it was the more
dense and less viscous of the two (specific gravity of 1.614
and viscosity of 0.84 cP at 25°C21), and therefore more
closely approximated the desired physical constants.
Tetrachloroethylene is a nonflammable, colorless liquid at
room temperature.

Throughout the rest of this thesis,

tetrachloroethylene will be referred to as TCE.
2.

The Tank.

For the two-phase work, the tank was a

rectangular unit made of 1.2 cm thick Plexiglas, of consid
erably smaller size than the single-phase tank.

The

internal dimensions of the two-phase tank were: 20 cm wide,
40 cm high, and 200 cm long. All of the work in this system
was done with a 20 cm deep organic layer and either a 5 cm
deep aqueous layer, or no aqueous layer (for comparison
purposes). A peristaltic pump using Viton pump tubing was
available for mixing the contents of the system before or
after the experiment to achieve uniform conditions.

The
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tank was backed by eight fluorescent lights, to help follow
the neutral density particles and for taking photographs.
3. The Gas Injection System.

In the two-phase tank,

the gas injection system was very similar to that of the
one-phase system. The gas flowed through 0.6 cm vinyl
tubing throughout the gas injection system. Compressed
nitrogen was regulated at 20 psig to a manifold which
distributed gas to the five Matheson 602 flow meters.

The

gas then flowed to the bubblers which were evenly spaced
along the length of the tank.
4. Bubbler Design.

For the two-phase system, bubbler

design was much simpler than for the one-phase system,
because only the single central bubbler arrangement was
tested and, therefore, the linear bubbler design was not
needed. The bubbler was made from a 1 mm bore Pyrex
capillary and was bent into an L shape (refer to Figure 4.9)
with the bottom tip of the L bent upward and cut off 6 mm
from the bottom edge of the L. This end acted as the gas
injection orifice. The horizontal part was almost 10 cm
long and the vertical part about 50 cm long. This allowed
the orifice to be placed in the center of the tank base with
the vertical part running up near the tank wall and out the
top of the tank.

The bubblers were evenly spaced in the

longitudinal direction with the first bubbler 10 cm from the
tank end and a bubbler spacing (S = 2L) of 20 cm. The top
parts of the bubblers were held in place above the tank
using clamps made for 1.2 cm rod. A piece of rubber tubing
was placed around the glass capillary at this point to
protect the glass from being crushed by the clamps.
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A/

Figure 4.9:

Side view of a Single

Central Bubbler used in the
two phase work, made from
1 mm bore Pyrex capi IIary.
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5.
Tracer Experiments. In the upper (aqueous) phase of
two-phase system, the tracer experiments utilized the same
stimulus-response technique as the one-phase tracer exper
iments; the concentration throughout the tank was monitored
by electrical conductivity probes.
a. Tracer Addition. At the start of the experiment, a
tracer was added to the distilled water. This consisted of
adding an aqueous potassium chloride solution to the aqueous
layer at one end of the tank. Because distilled water was
used instead of softened tap water, the initial conductivity
of the bulk liquid was about 10 pS/cm instead of about 500
pS/cm.

This allowed the amount of tracer to be decreased by

a factor of ten and the range of the conductivity meter to
be decreased by a factor of ten, to 0-200 pS/cm, all without
losing accuracy in the concentration versus time data
logging. Because of this, 20 ml of a 25 g/1 salt solution
diluted with distilled water to 200 ml was added to the
system for each experiment, resulting in a conductivity rise
of about 50 pS/cm. Although a tundish similar to the
single-phase tracer-addition unit was made, the need for the
tundish was diminished by the decreased volume of tracer
needed from 3000 ml to 200 ml.

As a result, it was adequate

to slowly pour the tracer solution in at one end of the
tank.
b. Concentration Measurement and Data Logging.

In the

aqueous phase of the two-phase system, concentration
measurement and data logging were identical to those in the
single-phase system (using the conductivity measuring, probe
scanning and computer data acquisition), with a few excep
tions .
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One change made was that only three conductivity probes
were used instead of four; the probes were placed in
fractional positions relative to the length of the tank of
0.4, 0.6 and 1.0 from the tracer addition end.

Because the

aqueous-phase liquid depth was 5 cm and the probe immersion
depth was slightly more than this, small cups were made from
test tubes and glass rod and immersed into the system near
the two-phase interface.

The top of the cup was placed just

above the two-phase interface such that the cup was filled
with the aqueous phase; see Figure 4.10.

This allowed the

upper phase to be extended down into the TCE layer so that,
at that position, the aqueous phase was deep enough to
accommodate the conductivity probe.
Because the range of the conductivity meter had been
decreased,

small modifications had to be made to the

computer program to compensate for this.
6.

Neutral Density Particle Experiments.

In the lower

(organic) phase of the two-phase system, as in the one-phase
system, the neutral density particle experiments required
making the Pyrex NDP using glassblowing techniques. By
adjusting the glass to internal void ratio, the ball density
could be made to nearly equal that of the bulk liquid (TCE).
The diameters of the NDP were 3-5 mm. Because the liquid
density changes with temperature, balls were made through a
range of

densities to be neutral in TCE from 18 to 28°C.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A. ONE-PHASE WORK
1.

Tracer Experiments.

Once the one-phase experimental

apparatus had been set up in one of the three bubbler
arrangements (see Section IV.A), bubble wall (BW), single
central bubblers (SCB), or central linear bubblers (CLB),
the tank was ready to be filled to the appropriate level and
the gas flow started.

In the case of the BW setup, the

plastic bags below the false bottom were filled first,
followed by filling the experimental tank.

In filling the

tank, care was taken to regulate the temperature of the
water to room temperature.

The conductivity probes were

then put in place and the tracer solution mixed.

The

temperature setting of the conductivity meter was set at the
water temperature and the dwell time of the dataplexer was
set from 4 to 22 seconds, depending on the expected run time
of the experiment. Next, the data acquisition program was
used to test for continuous conductivity conditions through
out the tank by taking readings from the probes spaced
throughout the tank. Generally, variations in temperature or
conductivity of the softened tap water existed in the six
meter tank. To achieve uniformity in the tank, the pump was
used to recirculate and mix the contents of the tank by
pumping water from one end of the tank to the other.
Readings from the data acquisition program indicated when
uniform conductivity was achieved throughout the tank.
The experiment was then ready to begin.

The data

acquisition program was started and necessary data (data
plexer dwell time, maximum length of time the experiment
will run,...) were logged. The program took the initial
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readings and paused for 60 seconds. This gave time for the
experimenter to enter the laboratory and prepare to add the
tracer solution. Simultaneously at the end of the 60 second
pause, the experimenter added the tracer and the program
began taking conductivity readings. The experimenter
maintained the gas flow meters at the proper settings
throughout the experiment and changed the temperature
setting of the conductivity meter to correspond to any
change in the water temperature due to room temperature
fluctuations over the experimental time span.

During the

experiment, the data acquisition program recorded conducti
vity versus time for the four probes.
Generally, the data acquisition was ended when all four
probes had approached to within less than 10 percent of the
overall conductivity change between the start and well mixed
conditions (less than 50 pS/cm). At this point, the
computer was told to pause while the pump was used once
again to recirculate and mix the contents of the tank to
uniform conditions.

When uniformity had been achieved,

final, well-mixed conductivity readings were recorded and
the dimensionless concentration versus time data were
calculated and stored on floppy disk.
2.

Neutral Density Particle Experiments.

The scope of

the single-phase NDP work consisted of testing the theoreti
cal equation proposed in Section III.C. This was done by
comparing the results from the NDP testing in the bubble
wall arrangement to the results from the tracer experiments
run under exactly the same experimental conditions.
Once the system had been set up with the bubblers and
false bottom in place, the tank was filled with softened tap
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water to the proper depth and the gas flow started at the
appropriate rate.

If the water temperature was not uniform

throughout the tank, the pump was used to recirculate and
mix the liquid.
The NDP were tested in a two liter beaker filled with
water from the tank to determine which were most neutral at
that temperature.

Sufficient NDP were manufactured so that

one or more balls fitted the definition of a NDP (described
in Section IV.B.8) at any given temperature between 20 and
25°C.

The scale of the experiment

(six meter tank length)

made it difficult to follow more than one ball if the balls
separated.

So generally only one ball was used at a time.

After NDP insertion, the experiment was ready to begin.

The experiment consisted of counting the number of
times the NDP crossed a boundary (see Section III.C) and
timing the length of the experiment.

Generally, the

experiment was continued until the count exceeded 100, at
which point the statistical accuracy was deemed adequate.
From this data, the frequency of boundary crossings and eddy
diffusivity could be determined.

3.

Natural Convection Testing.

Because liquid density

varied with the concentration of the potassium chloride
racer, the possibility for natural convection in the system
existed.

Therefore, limited testing of the effects of

natural convection in the single-phase work was undertaken.
A natural convection test consisted of running a normal
bubble wall experiment until the first and the last conduc
tivity probes indicated a concentration difference of about
1.3C<>

(a dimensionless time value, DEt/Lt8, of about 0.1).

At this point, the system possessed a fairly uniform
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concentration (density) gradient and the gas flow was
erminated but the computer aided data acquisition of
concentration versus time data was continued.

In some cases

the gas flow was restarted near the end of the experiment to
achieve a well-mixed concentration.

B. TWO-PHASE WORK

1. Tracer Experiments.

In the upper, aqueous phase of

the two-phase apparatus, tracer experiments were carried out
very similarly to those in the one-phase system.

Once the

two-phase system had been set up as described in Section
IV.B, the system was filled with TCE to a depth of 20 cm and
with distilled water an additional 5 cm.

Because both

liquids had been in containing vessels in the room, no
precautions needed be taken to assure room temperature
liquids.

The conductivity probes were put into place with

the cups described in Section IV.B.5.b and shown in Figure
4.10.

The temperature setting on the conductivity meter was

then set to the liquid temperature, the gas flow started at
the proper flow rate and the tracer solution mixed.

Because

of the length of these experiments, the dataplexer dwell
time was set at its maximum, 22 seconds.

The data acquisition program was used to test that
identical conductivity readings were obtained from all three
probes.

If for some reason there was a conductivity or

temperature difference in the upper phase, a peristaltic
pump was available to mix and recirculate the liquid until
uniformity throughout the upper phase was achieved. The
tracer experiment in the upper phase was then ready to
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begin. The procedure was similar to that described in
Section V.A and used a slightly modified version of the data
acquisition program found in Appendix A.
2. Neutral Density Particle Experiments. The scope of
the two-phase NDP work consisted of testing the mixing rates
of the lower phase with and without an upper phase present,
thereby finding the effect of the upper phase on mixing in
the lower phase. To test this, experiments were run under
the same conditions of organic depth, bubbler spacing,
single central bubblers, and gas flow rate (50, 100 or 200
ml/min) both with and without an upper phase present.
Once the two-phase system had been set up as described
in Section IV.B, the tank was filled with TCE to a depth of
20 cm and, in the case with an upper phase, distilled water
to an additional 5 cm depth. The gas flow was then started
at the proper flow rate. If continuous temperature condi
tions did not exist in the system, the peristaltic pump was
used to recirculate and mix the TCE layer.
The NDP were tested in a half-liter beaker filled with
TCE from the tank to determine which were most neutral in
the TCE at that temperature. Sufficient NDP were manufac
tured so that at least two balls fitted the definition of a
NDP (described in Section IV.B.8) at any given temperature
between 18 and 28°C.
Because a droplet of the upper aqueous phase clinging
to the ball would cause the ball to float in the TCE, the
NDP could not be put through the upper phase while placing
them into the lower phase. To overcome this problem, a 2 cm
diameter glass tube was put through the upper phase and the
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upper phase sucked from inside the tube with a pipette. This
left an area of the TCE layer, inside the tube, not covered
by the upper phase. The two NDP would then be placed
directly into the lower phase without risk of contact with
the upper phase.

With the NDP in place, the experiment was

ready to begin.
Like the one-phase NDP work, the experiment consisted
of counting the number of times that either NDP crossed a
boundary (see Section III.C) and timing the length of the
experiment. Generally, the test was continued until the
count exceeded 100, at which point the statistical accuracy
was deemed adequate. From this data, the frequency of
boundary crossings and eddy diffusivity could be determined.
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. ONE-PHASE WORK

The experimental data obtained using the data acquisi
tion system were stored on floppy disk in an Energraphics
data file as dimensionless concentration versus time. This
allowed easy plotting of the results.

To obtain an eddy diffusivity value for the experimen
tal concentration versus time curves, visual curve fitting
was used.

Theoretical curves predicted by Equation 3.4 were

calculated by the computer program "MAKE-C-T.BAS" found in
Appendix B and stored on a floppy disk in an Energraphics
data file.

The theoretical curves for various eddy diffusi-

vities (from 3 to 30 c m 2/sec at increments of about 5%) were
plotted as transparencies in the standard size of the
Energraphics software (144 x 200 mm, ordinate x abscissa)
corresponding to dimensionless concentration scale of 0 to
2.5 and a time scale of 0 to T, T = 120 minutes.

The

experimental results were also plotted in the standard size
of 144 x 200 mm (with dimensionless concentration scale of 0
to 2.5 and time scale of 0 to T, where T is the time length
of the experiment).

The theoretical curve transparencies

were overlaid upon the experimental plot and the best fit
determined visually.

The eddy diffusivity was then calcu

lated by setting the theoretical and experimental time
scales equal to each other in dimensionless form (DET/Lt2).
An accuracy in the eddy diffusivity values of ±5% or less
resulted.

1. Bubble Wall Arrangement.

After overcoming the

initial problems of leakage around the false bottom and the

consequently low well-mixed concentration, the system in the
bubble wall (BW) arrangement generally produced good and
reproducible results.

The experimental results that used

the bubble wall arrangement are tabulated in Table III and
plotted as eddy diffusivity versus gas flow rate (with the
vertical aspect ratio, H/W, as a parameter) in Figure 6.1.
In many cases (especially in the cubic cell geometry,
L = H = W), these results appear consistent and show good
reproducibility. The largest variation between one exper
iment and the others run under the same conditions was about
7 per cent, with a few exceptions. The exceptions to this
statement occurred with the lower liquid depths and lower
gas flow rates that were worked with.
In the cases when the H/W ratio was 1/2, reproducibi
lity decreased with decreasing gas flow rates.

At the high

gas flow rate, reproducibility was high, with a variation
between the four eddy diffusivity values of about 4.5 per
cent.

At the 400 ml/min/bubbler gas flow rate, one of the

four experiments proved quite inconsistent from the rest,
varying by about 31 per cent while the other three runs
varied by only 6 per cent. In almost all cases, the value
of the eddy diffusivity was internally consistent (for each
of the four probes, the concentration versus time and
position data compared well to the theoretical curves for
the same eddy diffusivity). At the 200 ml/min/bubbler gas
flow rate, however, the experimental concentration versus
time and position data for one experiment yielded eddy
diffusivity values that were grossly different for the
different probe positions.

The eddy diffusivity value

reported in Table III for this experiment is 10±3 cm2/sec.
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In the cases when the H/W ratio was 1/4, reproducibi
lity proved relatively low. At each gas flow rate at this
depth, one experiment resulted in an inconsistently high
eddy diffusivity (above 9 cm2/sec).
Figure 6.1 is a logarithmic plot of eddy diffusivity
versus gas flow rate for each of the three liquid depths. If
the three inconsistently high data points that occurred when
H/W was 1/4 are ignored,

the plots show good linearity.

This supports the concept that D e is proportional to Qn .

Table III: Results from the six meter tank using ten
bubblers in the Bubble Wall (BW) arrangement.
W = L = 30.5 cm.
GAS FLOW RATE
PER BUBBLER

H/W

EDDY

MAXIMUM

DIFFUSIVITIES

VARIATION
(per cent)

(ml/min)

(cm2/sec)

800

1

26.2

25.6

27.3

6.6

400
200

1
1

22.5
19.4

21.0

22.5
19.1

7.1
19.0

4.9

800

1/2

18.4

18.5

17.7

4.5

400

1/2

13.0

18.0
17.1

13.8

31

200

1/2

11.4

12.1

13.3
10±3

800
400
200

1/4
1/4
1/4

9.4
9.8
6.7

8.0
7.0
9.5

18.5

7.6
7.3

(21)
24
34
25

Figure 6.1? Effect of gos flow rate on eddy diffusivity
using bubble walI bubblers. W = L = 30.5 cm.

Figure 6.2: Effect of gas flow rate on eddy diffusivity
using single central bubblers. W ■ L » 30.5 cm.

2. Single Central Bubbler Arrangement.
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The experimen

tation using the single central bubblers (SCB) resulted in
better reproducibility than in the bubble wall (BW) arrange
ment. The results from the SCB work are tabulated in Table
IV and plotted in Figure 6.2.
Overall, the reproducibility of the SCB work was good,
with a maximum variation (comparing one experiment to the
other(s) under the same conditions) was 8.5 per cent. The
trend noted in the BW work that reproducibility decreases as
the horizontal aspect ratio and/or gas flow rate decreases
is partially supported by the SCB results also. The highest
variations occur at the lowest liquid depth, and (for two of
the three H/W ratios) the lowest variation occurred at the
highest gas flow rate.
Figure 6.2 is a logarithmic plot of eddy diffusivity
versus gas flow rate for each of the three liquid depths and
shows very good linearity.

As in the BW case, this again

supports the concept that D e is proportional to Q“ .
Originally, previous work6 showed that a tuyere-like
bubbler formed a barrier to mixing in the longitudinal
direction, see Section II.B.

This led the researchers to

believe that a bubbler that spanned the width of the tank
forming a wall of bubbles (rather than a bubble plume) would
provide a better barrier to mixing. By comparing the eddy
diffusivity values in Tables III and IV, one can note a
decrease in Dt values of the SCB work relative to the BW
results. The D e values decreased by a factor of about 2, 3,
or 4 when H/W was 1, 1/2, or 1/4, respectively. This
contradicted the original hypothesis that a bubble wall
would be a better barrier to mixing than a bubble plume.
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Table IV:

Results from the six meter tank using ten

bubblers in the Single Central Bubbler (SCB) arrangement.
W = L = 30.5 cm.

GAS FLOW RATE
PER BUBBLER
(ml/min)

EDDY
H/W

DIFFUSIVITIES
(cmVsec)

MAXIMUM
VARIATION
(per cent)

800

1

12.3

12.6

2.4

400

1

9.7

4.3

200

1

6.8

9.3
7.2

800

1/2
1/2

6.0

0

5.3

6.0
5.4

1/2

4.1

4.2

2.2

2.0

2.2

8.5

400

1/4
1/4

1.9

2.0

1.9

7.5

200

1/4

1.7

1.6

1.7

8.0

400
200
800

5.9

1.9
0.5
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3.

Central Linear Bubbler Arrangement.

Like the SCB

work, the central linear bubbler (CLB) arrangement yielded
good reproducibility (the largest variation was 4.1 per
cent). The results from this set of experimentation are
tabulated in Table IV, and plotted in Figure 6.3. Exper
iments were not run with a horizontal aspect ratio of 1/4
because a false bottom was not used. Without a false
bottom, it was felt that the height of the bubbler would
cause large enough errors to make the results at the low
liquid depth meaningless.
Like the other single-phase work, the CLB results
showed good linearity when plotted in a logarithmic format
of eddy diffusivity versus gas flow rate as in Figure 6.3,
supporting the concept that De is proportional to Q“ .

Table V: Results from the six meter tank using five
bubblers in the Central Linear Bubbler (CLB) arrangement.
W = L = 30.5 cm.

GAS FLOW RATE
PER BUBBLER

H/W

(ml/min)
1600
800
400
1600
800
400

1
1

EDDY

MAXIMUM

DIFFUSIVITIES
(cm2/sec)

VARIATION

14.2
9.8
7.7

13.9
9.7

13.9

7.6

7.7

1/2
1/2

2.3
1.9

1/2

1.3

2.2
1.8
1.3

1

(per cent)
2.2
0.8
2.2
4.1
1.1
0.8

60.0
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OH/V- 1
a H/W - 1/2

§

*100

1000

Nitrogen Flow Rate (ral/min/bi±bler) (log scale)

2000

Figure 6.3: Effect of gas flow rate on eddy diffusivity
using central Iinear bubblers. W = L = 30.5 cm.

Figure 6.4: Effect of bifcibler arrangement on the eddy
diffusivity vs. gas flow rate. W=L=H=30.5 cm.

Figure 6.5s Effect of bubbler arrangement on the eddy
diffusivity vs. gas flow rate. W=L=2H=30.5 cm.

Figure 6.8: Effect of txibler arrangement an the eddy
diffusivity vs. gaB flow rate. W4“4H-30.5 cm.
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4.

Bubbler Arrangement Comparison.

As can be noted

from Tables III, IV, and V, the three bubbler arrangements
yielded different eddy diffusivities for the same gas flow
rate and geometry.

This comparison can also be noted in

Figures 6.4 through 6.6 in which the results of the three
bubbler arrangements are compared graphically. Figures 6.4,
6.5 and 6.6 compare the effects of bubbler arrangement at
H/W values of 1, 1/2, and 1/4, respectively. In each case,
the bubble wall arrangement yielded the highest eddy
diffusivity values and the single central bubbler arrange
ment produced D e values lower than the BW layout.

In the

two cases in which central linear bubblers were tested
(H/W = 1 and 1/2, Figures 6.4 and 6.5), this arrangement
proved to give the lowest D e values (and it is assumed that
this would also have been true in the case of H/W = 1/4, had
it been tested). This is rather important since the
objective is to minimize the eddy diffusivity in the system.
The reason is because the mixing rate in the longitudi
nal direction was the parameter that was measured; De is an
eddy diffusivity in the longitudinal direction.
Comparing the three systems in which the bubbler
arrangements were varied (BW, SCB and CLB) and the gas flow
rate per bubbler, tank width, liquid depth, and other
variables remained the same, the same mixing energy per unit
mass of liquid was put into each system.

The mixing energy

put into each system is a result of the rising bubbles which
entrain the liquid in the upward motion. The result is the
translation of the gas potential energy into directed liquid
kinetic energy and turbulence (omni-directional kinetic
energy), resulting in recirculating flows in vertical
planes.

The direction(s) of these vertical planes of
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recirculating flow determines the direction(s) into which
the mixing energy is translated.
Figure 6.7 shows the approximate directions in which
the liquid surfaces flow with each of the three bubbler
arrangements. These directions therefore indicate the
vertical planes in which the recirculating flows existed. In
each of these cases, the same amount of mixing energy is put
into the same size system. The BW arrangement translated
more of this mixing energy into mixing in the longitudinal
direction (relative to the SCB arrangement), and therefore
resulted in a higher mixing rate in this direction (De
value).

The CLB arrangement translated less of this mixing

energy into mixing in the longitudinal direction (relative
to the SCB arrangement), and therefore resulted in a lower
longitudinal mixing rate (De value).
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5.
Neutral Density Particle Work. The single-phase
neutral density particle (NDP) experiments required the
simple but tedious task of counting the number of times that
a neutral density particle crossed a boundary in the system.
The boundaries were defined as the vertical planes perpen
dicular to the longitudinal direction and located at a
bubbler or at the midpoint between two bubblers.
(See
Figure 2.1.) This was accomplished in the bubble wall
arrangement at each liquid depth and gas flow rate under
which the tracer experiments were conducted. The NDP data
are tabulated (using D e = fL2) and compared to the average
tracer results in Table VI.

Like the tracer work, the NDP

results at the lowest liquid depth showed low reproducibi
lity.

As a result, the uncertainty about the accuracy of

the data at this depth resulted in the experimentation at
this depth being discontinued.

Table VI:

Results from the experimental NDP work producing

an average D e compared to the average tracer results.

L = W = 30.5 c m .

De =

GAS FLOW RATE
PER BUBBLER

H/W

(ml/min)

fL2.
AVERAGE
FREQUENCY
(sec- 1 )

AVERAGE EDDY
DIFFUSIVITY (cm2/sec)
NDP
TRACER

800

1

0.0315

29.2

26.4

400

1

0.0253

23.5

22.0

200

1

0.0211

19.6

19.0

800
400

1/2

1/2

18.06
13.68
11.94

18.15

200

0.0194
0.0147
0.0129

1/2

13.37
11.75
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Theory (see Section III.C) suggests that for a randomly
moving NDP in the system, an eddy diffusivity is propor
tional to the frequency of boundary crossings times the
distance between boundaries squared (fL2).

The theoretical

proportionality constant was shown to be 1/2 for discrete
jumps over a distance L.
The NDP work supported the concept that D e was
proportional to fL2. However, the proportionality constant
was experimentally found to be unity, as opposed to the
theoretical value of 1/2.

The eddy diffusivity values for

the NDP experiments in Table VI are calculated using unity
as the proportionality constant.
(If the NDP frequency data
and the tracer diffusivity data were used to calculate a
proportionality constant, a mean value of 0.96 is obtained.)
As shown by Table VI, a good correlation exists between the
experimental NDP data (using D e = fL2) and tracer data.
Why the proportionality constant is twice that pre
dicted theoretically is not known and was not investigated.
The theoretical derivation assumed the diffusing particles
moved in discrete increments and that their probability of
jumping in either direction was the same and did not change
with time.

However, the NDP in this system did not move in

discrete increments.

At any one instance, the NDP could be

located near a boundary of the cell and therefore have a
much higher probability of moving across that boundary than
across the other cell boundary.

At another instance, it

could be located near the cell center and have a low
probability of crossing either boundary in the next short
time span.
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6.

Natural Convection Testing.

During a normal bubble

wall experiment, the compressed nitrogen bottle went empty.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 6.8.
After the gas flow ended, this experiment showed interesting
effects resulting from natural convection.

This prompted

further investigation into the natural convection effects on
this system.
With a concentration difference of about 1.35 times the
well-mixed concentration, Co, the density difference in the
system was about 2.3x10"4 g/cc. If liquid properties are
taken to be the laminar values and liquid depth taken as the
characteristic length of the system, this leads to mass
transfer Grashof numbers, Grm , of about 4xl06 to 3xl08 and
Rayleigh numbers, Ram, of 5x10° to 3xl010, depending
primarily on liquid depth (see Equation 3.8).

Bejan16

indicates that (when H/l = 1/20, as in this system) natural
convection becomes significant when the Rayleigh number is
above 2000. Chiesa and Guthrie19 suggest a critical
Rayleigh number of about 2500 in their work with vertical
heat transfer in a cylindrical vessel. Obviously, the
natural convection driving force is substantially large
enough to cause convective mass transfer in the natural
convection tests.
With the conductivity probes located in their normal
positions (midway in the width and height, and 20, 40, 60
-nd 100 per cent of the tank length away from the tracer
source end), an experiment was conducted at each of the
three liquid depths, 7.6, 15.2 and 30.5 cm.

These results

are plotted in Figures 6.9 through 6.11 and show interesting
effects. A stagnant period followed the termination of gas
flow in which relatively little mixing occurred.

Concentration

( C / CO )

inadvertently ended showing the natural convection.

Time (min)
Figure 6.9: 30.5 cm free convection study showing the
'stagnant' period and the decaying oscillation.
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Concentration

( C / CO )

2.5

Concentration

( C / CO )

natural convection experiment.

Tima (min)
Figure 6.11: Results from the 7.6 cm liquid depth
natural convection experiment.
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This was followed by a decaying sinusoidal curve of concen
tration versus time.
(These effects are labeled in Figure
6.9.) An important point was that the concentration change
with time occurred much more rapidly than would result from
the eddy diffusion.
a. Qualitative Analysis. These results led the
investigators to believe that (after the stagnant period)
the more dense liquid at the source end was running along
the tank base while the less dense liquid from the opposite
end was running along the liquid surface. After the
oscillation had damped out, the result was the stratifica
tion of the liquid with the lower density (lower concentra
tion) liquid at the surface, and the higher density liquid
at the base.

This implies a large concentration gradient in

the vertical direction with no gradient in the horizontal
directions after stratification.
With a liquid depth of 30.5 cm, other experiments were
run with the conductivity probes positioned slightly
differently to test the stratification concept. Using the
same position as previously in the length and width direc
tions, the submersion depth of the probes was changed in two
experiments to near the liquid surface in one experiment and
near the tank base in the other.

In the case with the

conductivity probes located near the tank base (Figure
6.12), the concentration at all four probe locations quickly
rose to (or remained at, in the case of the first probe)
similar high concentrations approximately equal to the
highest concentration that existed in the system.

Slight

oscillations in tracer concentration were noted in this
arrangement. Similarly, in the case with the conductivity
probes located near the liquid surface (Figure 6.13),
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2.5

Concentration ( C / CO )

Q - 800 m!/min/bii±ler
V - L - H - 30.5 cm
Bubble walI arrangement

0

10

20

30

40
50
60
70
80
90
100
Time (min)
Figure 6.12: 30.5 can free convection study with the

Concentration ( C / CO )

conductivity probes located near the tank base.

Figure 6.13: 30.5 cm free convection study with
the probes located near the liquid surface.
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the concentration at all four probe locations quickly fell
to (or remained at, in the case of the fourth probe) similar
low concentrations approximately equal to the lowest
concentration that existed in the system.
Because these results indicate that the more dense
(higher concentration) material quickly distributes itself
along the complete length of the tank base, while the less
dense liquid distributes itself along the complete length of
the liquid surface, the results support the idea that
stratification occurs.
After fairly static conditions of concentration had
occurred, gas flow was resumed in both experiments described
above.

Almost immediately after the resumption of gas flow,

the concentration at all four locations in both experiments
jumped to values nearly equal to the well-mixed concentra
tion, Co .
concept.

This result also supports the stratification
Because the concentration change upon resumption

of the gas flow occurred so quickly, this also indicates
that mixing in the vertical direction (local mixing, or
mixing within a cell) is quite vigorous while gas was being
injected.
From these results and from insights provided by
Bejan16, it is felt that the natural convection flow is
fairly well understood.

Figure 6.14 shows the mechanism

believed to be the cause of the concentration
noted in the work.

oscillations

An analogy is drawn between the flow in

the system and the motion in an oscillating liquid manometer
(For simplicity in Figure 6.14 and in this discussion, a six
cell system is used and each cell is assumed perfectly
mixed.

Cl denoted liquid of concentration one, C2... and
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C1<C2<C3<C4<C5<C6. Also, further mixing between the six
cells of different concentrations is assumed negligible.)
Figure 6.14.a shows the concentration profile of the
system at the termination of gas flow, with each cell being
fairly well mixed but an overall step-like concentration
profile in the system.

As the body forces accelerated the

heavier fluids downward and across the tank base and the
less dense fluids upward and across the liquid surface, the
result was countercurrent flows in the horizontal direction
and an overall counterclockwise circulation of the liquid
(shown in Figure 6.14.b).

After reaching the this quasi

equilibrium position (Figure 6.14.f), the inertial forces
carry the fluids further until the inertial energy was
balanced by viscous energy losses and by potential energy of
the heavier fluids running up the end wall and lighter
fluids running down the other end wall. This is pictured in
Figure 6.14.C. The fluid flows then reverse (at slower
velocities due to damping, see Figure 6.14.d) and a clock
wise fluid circulation results. Once again, the inertial
forces carry the fluids past the quasi-equilibrium position
and the flow oscillation continues. The damping of the
oscillation eventually results in a stratified system
(Figure 6.14.f).
In time, a probe in a fixed location (especially in the
areas near the tank ends and in the center of the liquid
height, as the first and fourth probes in Figures 6.9
through 6.11) would be in contact with increasing concentra
tions, followed by decreasing concentrations, followed by
increasing concentrations.

The results recorded by such a

probe is a damped oscillation of concentration with time.
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□. Concentration proftle as gas flow ended

3.

Proposed natural convection flow pattern

c. Concentration proftle at f i r s t flow reversal
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V
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a. Proposed flow pattern afte r flow reversal
............. C 4 ................
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e. Cone, profile at second reversal (more damped)
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ce

ce
f. Completely stratified concentration profile

Figure 6.14: Side views of the liquid
in the system showing simplified
concentration profiles and flows
in natural convection studies.
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It is also felt that the flow patterns in the normal
operation of the system (with gas injection) are also fairly
well understood (as explained in Section VI.A.4). However,
the transition between the period of normal operation and
the period in which natural convection flow was fully
developed (the "stagnant" period) is not understood well at
all. The further natural convection investigations neces
sary to develop the understanding of this transition are
beyond the scope of the present work and no attempt was made
to gain further insight into the topic. The fact that the
"stagnant" period does exist raises many interesting
questions and could make an excellent subject for further
investigation.
b . Quantitative Analysis.

A simplified model has been

studied to calculate a period of oscillation in the natural
convection flow. This model assumed an initially linear
concentration gradient in the length direction and none in
either the height or width directions- It also assumed that
any further mixing that may occur (i.e. molecular diffusion)
is negligible over the time span of the oscillations.

With

the system motionless, the system was studied at a small
displacement, D, from the stratified position. (In the
stratified position a linear concentration gradient would
exist in the height direction, with none in length or width
directions.)

With no flow initially, it was assumed that

viscous effects are negligible in calculating the initial
acceleration. A "hollow" rectangular element was analyzed
(see Figure 6.15) to determine the period of the system.
The subscripts 1 or 2 refer to the two vertical or two
horizontal portions of the rectangular element, respec
tively .
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Because of geometry and the way the element is defined
(see Figure 6.15) the following relationships exist:
2x _
L

”

ax

_

L

2y

_

d _ iP _

H

*

D "

AP0 ’

__A
H

,

d

V l = 2y A x W = V 2 = 2 x A y W .

To satisfy continuity,
H

_

£2

"

L

•

Applying a force balance on the rectangular element,

F

~ m

a

AP A = 2(m1a1 + m2a2) = 2[m1a1 + m2[a! g ] ] = 2a1pV1[l + g ]
V .i

g

2 ap

((‘Po I ) 8 (2<D22y?J) "

d Vj

° H

- 2ajpV!|l + gj .

Because the period of oscillation of the system
(analogous to the oscillating manometer) is defined as
displacement

P -

271
N acceleration

the following relationship exists:
p = 2ir

plH +Ll

N*Po 8

(Eqn. 6.1) .
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According to Equation 6.1, the period of oscillation is
a weak function of liquid depth, unlike the experimental
results.

When the L/H = 20, Equation 6.1 predicts a period

of oscillation of 5.53 min (experimental period was 24 min).
Because Equation 6.2 (Equation 6.1 with the included factor
of L/H inside the radical) fits the experimental data much
better (see Table VII), it is being proposed as an empirical
method of determining the period of oscillation.
P - 2n

Table VII:

p (H+L) L
l H

(Eqn. 6.2) .

Comparison of experimental, theoretical, and

empirical periods of oscillation.
PERIOD OF OSCILLATION (min)
L/H

Exp.

Eqn. 6.1

20

24.4

5.53

24.8

40

34±4

5.47

34.6

5.43

48.6
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c.

■?

Eqn. 6

Effect on Results. The most startling result from

these experiments is the very rapid rate of longitudinal
mixing that natural convection caused.

The rate of change

of concentration versus time increased radically after the
stagnant period, as opposed to the rate before the stagnant
period.

This raised the question of whether the natural

convection driving force contributed substantially to mixing
during the normal operation of an experiment with gas
flowing.
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It has been shown that the (laminar) Rayleigh number
for mass transfer was several orders of magnitude above the
critical values obtained by Chiesa and Guthrie19 and
Bejan16. The system with gas flowing, however, was not
laminar.

Therefore, in calculating the Rayleigh number,

turbulent properties should be used.

DebRoy, et al.zo

presented a rough method for estimating the turbulent
viscosity of a gas injected liquid system; this method
predicts a turbulent viscosity of about 1 Poise for the
present system, two orders of magnitude above the laminar
value. If this value of turbulent viscosity is used along
with the turbulent (eddy) diffusivity (about six orders of
magnitude above molecular diffusion), a Rayleigh number is
obtained about eight orders of magnitude below that using
the laminar properties.

The largest Rayleigh number

calculated using these turbulent properties was about 250
(with H = 30.5 cm), an order of magnitude below the critical
values quoted by Chiesa and Guthrie or Bejan.
If Bejan's predictive method is used in the case with
the largest Rayleigh number (Ram = 250, H/Lt = 1/20), a
Nusselt number of 1.0004 is predicted.

This indicates that

natural convection should cause only four hundredths of a
percent error in evaluating De . From this, it can be
concluded that the natural convection did not cause a
problem in evaluating the eddy diffusivity of the system.

B. TWO-PHASE WORK
1. Development.

A major part of the two-phase work

consisted of apparatus development.

The corrosiveness of

the water-saturated tetrachloroethylene presented a major
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problem in developing the experimental tank, TCE holding
tanks, and drainage and pumping facilities.

It was found

that the following materials were sufficiently inert to TCE
to be used in positions of long term exposure:
acrylic, nylon, and Teflon.

Plexiglas

Polyvinylchloride was adequate

for short term exposure purposes and was used for the tank
drainage piping.
In the TCE layer, a second major problem was presented
by the inability to use tracer techniques (resulting because
cost and environmental reasons excluded disposal of the
TCE). The neutral density particle technique was developed
and tested in the one-phase system specifically for the
purpose of developing a feasible technique to be used in
systems like this in which tracer techniques could not be
used.
Because attempts to use NDP in the upper (aqueous)
phase of the two-phase system proved inadequate (the TCE
showed an affinity to wet the Pyrex NDP, which would then
lose their neutral density in the aqueous phase), a tracer
technique was used in the upper phase.

As described in

Section IV.B.5, this technique also required development and
refinement.
Because apparatus and technique development was the
major emphasis of the two-phase work, the amount of exper
imental data obtained was limited.
2. System Behavior.

This section is a qualitative

discussion of the three-phase (gas and two liquids) interac
tions in the system and how these interactions affected
liquid mixing.
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The most notable three-phase effects resulted from the
effect of interfacial energies.

As each bubble passed

through the upper phase, a film of the lower (organic) phase
encompassed the bubble and was carried to the surface. In
time, the surface was covered by a film of the organic
layer.

The surface film of the TCE had droplets of the

organic hanging from it and these grew until they were of
sufficient size to drop through the aqueous layer.

These

effects resulted because the interfacial energy of the
nitrogen-TCE interface and TCE-water interface combination
was lower than that of the nitrogen-water interface
(On t

+

Ot w

< On w ) .

Another important point was the tendency of the gas
bubbles to rest at the liquid-liquid interface before
proceeding upward through the upper phase.

This resulted in

the bubbles being carried horizontally along the liquidliquid interface away from the position of gas injection;
the bubbles eventually rose through the upper phase.

This

resulted in a much more random distribution of bubbles
rising through the upper phase (as opposed to the lower
phase in which all bubbles originate from a small orifice).
It is believed that this random and irregular bubble
distribution in the upper phase did not promote cell
formation to the same magnitude as would a regular bubble
distribution.

The bubbles' tendency to rest at the inter

face also meant that the gas bubbles agglomerated at the
liquid-liquid interface and rose through the upper phase in
groups.
With no upper layer, the organic phase showed behavior
identical to the water model with the single central bubbler
arrangement.

The cell formation and recirculating flow
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fields in the vertical planes were visually indistinguish
able from those in the water model. In dimensionless terms,
it is believed that no difference existed between the two.
3. Lower-Phase Mixing.

Using the neutral density

particle technique, an eddy diffusivity in the lower
(organic) phase was determined experimentally.

Mixing rates

were found at three gas flow rates with the cubical geometry
(W = L = Ho = 20 cm), both with and without an aqueous
phase.

These results are given in Table VIII.

These results are also plotted in a logarithmic format
in Figure 6.16 as eddy diffusivity versus gas flow rate. The
two curves produced (for the organic phase with and without
a 5 cm aqueous phase) showed good linearity and yielded
identical slopes.

This supported the concept that De is

proportional to Q“ , where n was the same with or without an
aqueous layer but the proportionality constant decreased
with the addition of the aqueous layer.

Table VIII:

Results from the experimental NDP work in the

lower (organic) phase of the two-phase system with and
without an upper phase (Ha = 0 and 5 cm, respectively).
L

=

W

=

Ho

= 2 0 cm.

De

= fL2.

GAS FLOW RATE

FREQUENCY

EDDY DIFFUSIVITY

PER BUBBLER
(ml/min)

(sec-1)

(cm 2/sec)

Ha = 0cm

Ha = 5cm

Ha = 0cm

200
100

0.0293
0.0182

0.0211

11.7

0.0124

7.3

5.0

50

0.0105

0.0080

4.2

3.2

Ha = 5cm

•

00

Eddy Diffusivity (sq.cm/sec) (log scale)
T1
Eddy Diffusivity (sq.cm/sec) (log scale)

gure 6.16: Effect of gas flow rate an eddy diffusivity
in the organic phase. W - L - Ho - 4Ha - 20 cm.
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Table VIII shows that an effect of the 5 cm upper phase
was an average decrease in the eddy diffusivity value for
the lower phase of 28 per cent (28, 32 and 24 per cent for
the 200, 100 and 50 ml/min gas flow rates, respectively). A
decrease is expected since the free surface of the lower
phase has been eliminated.

Therefore, some of the lower-

phase fluid momentum will be transferred to the upper phase,
resulting in a lowering of the energy available for mixing
the lower phase.
4.

Upper-Phase Mixing.

Using a refined version of the

potassium chloride tracer technique that was used in the
single-phase work, experiments were run in the 5 cm aqueous
layer of the two-phase system.
Initially, tap water and the 50 g/1 tracer solution
were used in the two-phase system (as in the single-phase
tracer work).

However, the experimental results of these

early runs did not fit the theoretical curves well.

The

experimental data showed an initially high eddy diffusivity
and a lower diffusivity at longer times.

It was felt that

the irregular mixing in the upper phase and a lack of well
defined cells did not sufficiently break up the natural
convection flow in the system leading to the high initial
mixing rate.

As a result, it was opted to decrease the

natural convection driving force by decreasing the concen
tration and amount of the tracer solution added to the
system.

With the use of distilled water, this was possible

without decreasing the accuracy of the conductivity measure
ments.

These results (which used 200 ml of a 2.5 g/1 tracer

solution and distilled water) are presented in Table IX.
These results are plotted in the logarithmic format of D e
versus Q in Figure 6.17 and showed good linearity.
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The mixing in the upper phase was lower than was
expected.

This was though to result from the result from

the irregular mixing of this phase, and the lack of welldefined cells.

Table IX:

Tracer experimental results in the 5 cm upper

phase (aqueous phase) of the two-phase system.
GAS FLOW RATE
PER BUBBLER
(ml/min)

W = L = Ho.

EDDY
Ho /Ha

DIFFUSIVITIES
(cm2/sec)

200

4

0.38

100

4
4

0.32

50

0.26
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

A. ONE-PHASE WORK

Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 are comparisons of the
present single central bubbler work with work from previous
researchers7 '8 at H/W ratios of 1, 1/2 and 1/4, respec
tively.

These indicate that in a dimensionless format, the

present results are consistent with previous work.

The

dimensionless eddy diffusivity (inverse Schmidt number)
increases with increasing dimensionless gas flow rate
(modified Reynolds number) and increasing Galileo number.

The present work also indicates the importance of
system geometry upon mixing in the system.

Eddy diffusivity

decreased 40 to 80 per cent as a result of halving the
liquid depth and decreased 50 to 90 per cent as a result of
varying bubbler arrangement between the three studied.

The neutral density particle method of determining the
eddy diffusivity proved feasible and has been established as
a useful alternative to tracer techniques.

The constant of

proportionality in Equation 3.6 proved to be unity as
opposed to the theoretical value of 1/2.

Natural convection was shown to have little effect on
experimental results.

A flow mechanism was proposed for

flow resulting from natural convection after the addition of
tracer in a channel without gas injection.

This mechanism

was analogous to flow in an oscillating manometer and
explained the experimental results of concentration oscilla
tion and stratification.

A quantitative analysis yielded

periods smaller than those observed.

results with single central bubblers, H/W =
l and L/W = 1: present work and ref. 7.

Figure 7.2: Dimensionless plot of experimental
results with single central bubblers, H/W »
1/2 and L/W * 1: present work, ref. 7 8 8.

results with single central bubblers, H/W *
1/4 and L/W - |: present work and ref. 8.

actual results for an aqueous phase with
SCB, W = 20 cm. H/W - 1/4 end L/W - !.
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B . TWO-PHASE WORK
Tetrachloroethylene (TCE) was chosen as the organic
phase because of its compatibility for use with Plexiglas
and liquid properties (high density, low viscosity, relative
safety, and low solubility in water). The two-phase work
consisted primarily of system and technique development.

A

system, made of Plexiglas acrylic, nylon and Teflon, was
constructed which withstood the corrosiveness of watersaturated TCE.

The neutral density particle technique was

used in the lower, organic phase, while a modified version
of the one-phase tracer technique was used in the upper,
aqueous phase.
A 5 cm upper phase had the effect of lowering the eddy
diffusivity in the lower phase about 30 per cent (see Figure
6.16).

The mixing in the upper phase was about 60 per cent

lower than the mixing that might be expected from interpo
lating Figure 7.3 for a Galileo number in the aqueous phase
of 12.7xl0-12

(see Figure 7.4), probably because of the

random mixing and a lack of cell formation.
Some interesting three-phase interactions were noted
which indicated that surface energies made the nitrogen-TCE
interface and TCE-water interface combination more stable
than the nitrogen-water interface (ont + otw < onw).
affected mixing, especially in the upper phase.

This

This makes

application of the upper-phase results to a different
three-phase system (metal-slag-reducing gas, for example)
difficult, since this surface energy effect may or may not
be present.
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C . SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The following suggestions are proposed as a means to
further understand and characterize the mixing in channel
reactors that are bottom injected with gas:
1. A system of even larger scale (or lower liquid
kinematic viscosity) should be studied to more
closely approximate the Galileo number that would
result from a large scale metallurgical channel
reactor.
2. A system with liquid flow should be examined to
determine the effects of bulk flow through a large
scale system.
3. More experimentation could be performed on the
two-phase system, at different upper-phase depths
and viscosities, to further characterize the
effects of these variables on mixing in the lower
phase.
4. Upper-phase mixing should be examined further
to note the effects of different values of the
surface tension and other factors which may
influence the eddy diffusivity.

Flow visualiza

tion techniques could be used to determine if
cells fail to form in the current system as is
suggested.
5. Flow visualization techniques could be used to
confirm the natural convection flow mechanism that
was proposed.
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6. The existence of the "stagnant" period found
while investigating the effects of natural convec
tion could be investigated further.
7. In the neutral density particle work, a review
of the theoretical derivation (in which an account
is made for the non-discrete motion of the NDP) may
explain the difference in the proportionality
constants of Equation 3.6 that were found exper
imentally and theoretically.
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APPENDIX A: DATA ACQUISITION COMPUTER PROGRAM

The following is a copy of the computer code "TANK.DAS", a data
acquisition program using Microsoft Advanced Basic and Keithley Soft500.
1000 GLS
1010 DIM CELLK(4), XX(4), CONDO(4)
1020 INPUT "DWELL (sec) "; DWELL :
1030 INPUT "EXPERIMENTAL RUNTIME (min)

IF EWELL = 0 THEN BEEP:GOT0 1020
MAXT:IF MAXT = 0 THEN BEEPtGOTO 1030

1040 CLS
1045 RBf--- input tank and probe set-up variables-----------------------1050 READ

X

:PRINT "LENGTH of

TANK (cm) : default = ";X;

1060 INPUT LENGTH : IF LENGTH ■ 0 THEN LENGTH = X
1070 READ
X
:PRINT "NUMBER of
PROBES : default = ";X;
1080 INPUT NPRGBES : IF NPRQBES = 0 THEN NPR0BES ■ X
1090 READ
X
:PRINT "NUMBER of
BUBBLERS : default = ";X;
1100 INPUT NBUBBUER : IF NBUBBLBR * 0 THEN NBUBBUR = X
1110 DATA 606.6, 4, 10
1120 FOR 1=0 TO NPR0BES-1
1130

PRINT

1140
1150

READ X : PRINT "CEIL CONSTANT (1/cm) : PROBE ";I+1;": default = ";X?
INPUT CELLK(I) : IF CELUC(I) = 0
THEN CELLK(I)= X

1160

READ X:PRINP'DISTANCE frcm screen (cm): PROBE ";I;":

1170

INPUT XX(I) : IF XX(I) = 0 THEN

default = ";X;

XX(I)= X

1180 NEXT : CLS
1190 DATA .9370,60.96, 1.018,60.%, .9863,152.4, 1.0450,304.8, 1.0000,304.8
1195 REM------ initialize variables and set up screen for output------------1200 CAIL DOT
1210 CAIL IONAME'("a",1,7,12,1)
’name channel Cl for A/D conversion
1220 NREAD% - INT( MAXT*60/(DWELL*(NPROBES+2)) + 10 )
'max. * of readings
1230 RATE% = DWELL*1000\10 ’frequency of timer increment (10 times per probe, in msec)
1240 DIM GONC(NPROBES-1,2,NREAD%)
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1250 TIM%=0 : TIMVAL#=0: DA%=0 : HR0%=0 : HR1%=0 : MNO%=0 : MN1%=0 :
SC0%=0 : SC1%=0

: MO%=0 : YR%=0 : CLS

1260 COLOR 4,0
1270 LOCATE 1,11 : PRINT "COMPUTER IN USE! Far info see Jay Gassel (Rm 210)."
1280 COLOR 7
1290 LOCATE 5, 6 : PRINT "PR0BE1

PR0BE2

PR0BE3

PR0BE4

PR0BE5 ”

1300 LOCATE 7,56 : PRINT "TIME (min)"
1310 LOCATE 8,56 : HUNT "CONDUCTANCE (pS)"
1320 LOCATE 9,56 : PRINT "CONDUCTIVITY (pS/cm)"
1325 REM
Maiu
1330 El® IN) TO NREAD%
1340 IF R <> 1 GOTO 1480
1350

COLOR 6

'----- LINES 1350-1470 ARE FIRST READING ONLY, t=0-

1360

PAUS = 60 : LOCATE 12,11

1370

PRINT "Press a key to start recording (aft®: a";PAUS;"sec. PAUSE)..."

1380

WHILE INKEY$ = "" : WEND

1390
1400
1410

LOCATE 14,32 : PRINT "Pause ..."
FOR 1=1 TO PAUS*60 : JAY=EXP(L0G(2)) : NEST
CALL CLOCKREAD' (hr0%, nnO%, scO%, da%, mo%, yr%)

1420

LOCATE 14,26 :

PRINT "Recording Data ..."

1430

LOCATE 16,21 :

PRINT "M - To PAUSE Fca: Nixing"

1440
1450

LOCATE 17,21 :
LOCATE 12,11

PRINT "X - To EMD Data Acquisition"

1460

PRINT "

1470

COLOR 7

'waste PAUS seconds
'initial clock time

’-----------------------------

1480 VALUE = 0
1490 WHILE VALUE*400 < 3990

loop until reading the signal

1500

CALL ANREAD' ("Cl",value,0)

from the electrically shorted

1510

WEND

line into the dataplexer

1520 VALUE = 10
1530 WHILE VALUE*400 > 3990
1540
1550

CAIii ANREAD' ("a",value,0)
wend

loop until no longer reading the
signal from electrically shorted line
(at start of first probe reading)
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1560 CALL HfTCN'(rateVmil")
1570 CAIL TEMERSTART' (timfc)

' timer indicates which probe is being read

1580 TV - 0
1590 CAIL CLOCKREAD* (hrl%, mnl%, scl%, da%, mo%, yr%)
1600 CAIL TTMERREAD' (tim%,timval#)

'record time of readings

1610 IF R = 0 THEM HR0te=HRl% : MN0%=MN1% : SC0%=SC1%
1620 FOR P=0 TO NPROBES-1
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700

IF TIMVAL# <> 10*P+3 GOTO 1780
PC* 1=1 TO 15

' check if in the middle of a probe reading
* if so, take fifteen conductance

CALL ANREAD* C'Q",value,0) ' readings and add these readings
TV = TV+VALUE
' together to determine an average
IF HR1% < HR0% THEM HR0% = HR0%-12
'correct for A.M./P.M. change
C0NC(P,1,R) = (HR1%HBR0%)*60 + (MN1%-MN0%) + (SC1%-SCQ%)/60 'calc.exp.time
COND = 400 * TV / 15

' calc, average conductance of 15 readings

1710

OOND = COND - 8

' calibration correction for A/D converter

1720

IF R=0 THEM CCNDO(P) = OOND*CELUC(P)

1730

C0NC(P,2,R) = CCND*CEIM(P) 'calc, conductivity = conductance * cell const

1740

LOCATE 7,10*Pf5:

PRINT USING ”t##.##";0CNC(P,l,R)

'shear values

1750
1760

LOCATE 8,10*P+5:

PRINT USING " #####";C0ND

'of reading

LOCATE 9,10*P+5:

PRINT USING " #####";C0NC(P,2,R)

'on screen

' record initial conductivity

1770
IF CCNC(P,2,R) < CONDO(P) THEN 0CND0(P) = CCNC(P,2,R)
1780 NEXT P
1790 IF TIMVAL# < NPRC6ES*1(H5 GOTO 1580
1800 CALL INTOFF
1810 IF CCNC(3,1,R) > MAXT GOTO 1960
1820 A$ = INKEY$

'repeat unless finished last probe
'check if time exceeds max. time

1830 IF A$="x" OR A$="X" GOTO 1960

'check if told to END DATA ACQUISITION

1840 IF A$="m" OR A$="M" GOTO 1860
1850 NEXT R

'check if told to PAUSE FOR MIXING
'if neither, repeat far next reading

100

1855 REM -*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* a® MAIN LOOP
1860 COLOR 6 :

PRINT CHR$(7); CHR$(7)

'pause program to allow

1870 LOCATE 14,24 : PRDTT "Pausing (for mixing) ..."

'mixing of tank contents to

1880 LOCATE 16,21 : PRINT "C - To CONTINUE After Mixing"

'evaluate the well-mixed

1890 LOCATE 17,21 : PRDTT "

'concentration, Co

1900 AA$="" : IF RRR=0 THEM RRRfR
1910 IF AA$<>"c" AND AA$<>"C" THEN AA$=INKEY$ : GOTO 1910

'program waits until it

1920 LOCATE 14,24 :PRINT " Recording Data ...

'is told to return to the

1930 LOCATE 16,21 :PRINT "M - To PAUSE For Mixing

'main loop to read Co

1940 LOCATE 17,21 :PRDTT "X - To END Data Acquisition"
1950 COLOR 7 : GOTO 1850
1955 REM------------- final calculations------1960 IF RRR=0 THEN RRR=R-1

'record number of readings

1970 NREAD% = RRR
1980 XAXIS% = (DTT((CGNC(3,l,NREAD%)+2)/10))*10
1990 color 6 : PRINT CHR$(7); CHR$(7)
2000 MEAN = 0
2010 FOR P=0 TO NPROBES-1
2020

MEAN = MEAN + CCNC(P,2,R)/NPR0BES

'calculate mean conductivity for Co

2030 NEXT P
2040 FOR P=0 TO NPROBES-1
2050
2060

FOR R=0 TO NREAD%+1
CCNC(P,2,R)=(CCNC(P,2,R)-CQNDO(P))/(MEAN-CONDO(P))

'calculate C/Co

2070 NEXT R,P
2080 LOCATE 14,26 : PRINT "
2090 LOCATE 16,10
2095 REM *— *— * OUTPUT TO ELOPFY DISK TWO ENERGRAPHICS DATA FTTES *■
20% REM------ long experiments surpassed the Energraphics 1.3 —
2097 REM------ limitation for number of data points per curve, —
2098 REM------ so data stored as eight half lines in two files.—
2100 PRINT "GIVE A NAME TO DATAETUSS TO BE SAVED CN FLOPPY DISK CONTAINING "
2110 LOCATE 17,8
2120 PRINF'CCNCHTTRATICN vs. TIME DATA IN AN ENERGRAPHICS FORMAT [A:__ .ENG]"
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2130 LOCATE 19,35 : INPUT " ",DATAFILES
2140 DATAFILES = LEFTS(DATAFILES,7)
2150 ENGA$ = "A:" + DATAFILES + "A.ENG" : ENGB$ = "A:” + DATAFILES + "B.ENG"
2160 OPEN ENGA$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1 : OPEN ENGB$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2
2170 TITL$ = ”6 METER RUN: " + DATAFILES
2180 PRINT #1, TTILS : PRINT #1, "LINE" : PRINT #1,"Concentration ( C / CO )":
PRINT #1, "Time (min)" :

WRITE #1, 2,NPRCBES :

PRINT #1, "M"

WRITE #1, 0,1
2190 IF XAHS% < 81 THEN WRITE#1, 0,XAXIS%, 5

: GOTO 2250

2200 IF XAXIS%< 161 THEN WRITE#1, 0,XAXIS%, 10
2210 IF XAXIS%< 241THEN WRITE#1, 0,XAXIS%, 15

: GOTO 2250
: GOTO 2250

2220 IF XAHS% < 321 THEN WRITE#1, 0,XAHS%, 20

: GOTO2250

2230 if XAXIS% ( 481

. __ __

maiia

, v,

..

2240 WRITE #1, 0, XAXIS%, 60
2250 PRINT #2, TITL$ : PRINT #2, "LINE" : PRINT #2," " : PRINT #2, " " :
WRITE #2, 2,NPR0BES

: PRINT #2, "M" : WRITE #2, 0,1 :

WRITE #2, 0,XAHS%,XAHS%
2260 FOR 1=1 TO NPRGBES*2
2270

II = (I-l)\2

2280
2290

IF 1/2 = I\2 GOTO 2340
WRITE #1, NREAD%\2+1, 113, 0, 11*5+5, 22

2300
2310
2320
2330

PRINT #1, "PROBE #"4RIGHT$(STR$(n+l) ,1)
WRITE #1, 0, 2.5, .25
FOR J=0 TO NREAD%\2 : WRITE #1,0CNC(II,1,J),OONC(II,2,J) : NEXT J
GCTO 2380

2340

WRITE #2, NREAE%+1-NREAD%\2, 113, 0, 11*5+5, 22

2350

PRINT #2, " "

2360

WRITE #2, 0, 2.5, 2.5

2370

FOR J=NREAD%\2 TO NREAD%:WRITE #2,CCNC(II,1,J),C0NC(II,2,J):NEJCT J

2380 NEST I
2390 LOCATE 21,12:PRINT"Data File ";ENGA$;" created for use with ENERGRAPHICS"
2400 LOCATE 22,12:FRINT"Data File ";ENGB$;" created for use with ENERGRAPHICS"
2410 COLOR 7,0 : END
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APPENDIX B: THEORETICAL CURVE CALCULATION

The computer program "MAKE-C-T.BAS" follows.
basic (BASICA) compilable program.

It is an advanced

The program calculates a set of

concentration versus time data using Equation 3.4 for up to five
positions inside the system. The results are output into a data file
that is compatible with the Energraphics graphics software.

The

process can then be repeated for up to twenty different data files.
100 DEETBL A-M,0-Z
110 DIM X(5), IE(25), EF$(25)
120 DEF Ema(X,TL,T,D,N,PI)=>-EXP(-(X-2*N*TL)‘2/4/D/T)*,lVS^(PI*D*T)
-EXP(-(X+2*N*TL)*2/4/D/T)*TL/SQR(PI*D*T)
130 PI = 3.141592653589793# : TL = 600 : NSUM = 50
140 MIN = 120# : ST = 1# : NREP = IOT(fflN/ST)+l
150 CLS : PRINT 'This program generates Energraphics data files (_____ .ENG)
of Dimensionless Concentration vs. Time as predicted by Pick's
law far up to five positions and up to twenty diffusivities."
160 PRINT "

The files generated will be located on the current directory of

the current drive." : PRINT
170 INPUT "How many CURVES do you wish to generate per graph?

", NL

180 PRINT "Input (one per line) the DIMENSIONLESS POSITICN (0-1)
190 FOR NJ=1 TO NL : INPUT X(NJ) : X(NJ) = X(NJ)*TL : NEXT
200 HUNT : PRINT "Press any key to continue." : WHIIE 3MEY$="" : WEND : CLS
210 INPUT "How many SETS OF CURVES do you wish to generate?

", ND

220 PRINT "Input the DIFFUSIVTIY and the NAME of the corresponding data file:"
230

Q

= CSRLHf-1

240 FOR m . TO ND:LOCATE Q+N,5:INPUr DE(N):LOCATE QW,15:INPUr DF$(N):NEXT
250 NTIM = INT (ND*NL*MIN/ST*NSUM/4000)
260 LOCATE QHflHl : PRINT "PROGRAM WILL TAKE";Nm;"MINUTES. ";
270 INPUT "IS THIS ACCEPTABLE ..Y/N.. "; A$ : IF A$="N' OR A$="n" THEN END
280 LOCATE Q+ND+2,20 : PRINT "De*t(max)/L2 =";EE(ND)*MIN*60/TL/TL;
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II

290 LOCATE Q+NIH-1,30 : PRINT "
300 '----------------

Main Loop

310 FOR NND=1 TO ND

1 repeat this loop for each datafile

320
330

BF$(NND) = LEET$(DF$(NND),8) + ".ENG"
OPEN DF$(NND) it* OUTPUT AS #1:L0CATE 23,56:PRINr 'TILE: "+DF$(M©)+" "

340

TTTL$ = "Concentration vs. Time De ="+STR$(DE(M©))+" an*2/sec

350
360
370

WRITE #1, TTTLS
WRITE #1, "LINE" : WRITE #1, "Concentration (C / CO )"

380

WRITE #1, 0,1 : WRITE #1, 0,120,120
Ft* M M TO NL

390
400

II

WRITE #1, "Time (min)" : WRITE #1, 2,NL : WRITE #1, "M"

LOCATE 22,56 : PRINT "POSITICN: ";X(NJ)/TL;" "
WRITE #1, NREP+1,1,0,2+NJ,60 : WRITE #1, X(NJ)

410
420

WRITE #1, 0,2.5,2.5 : WRITE #1, 0,0
Ft* NT=1 TO NREP

430
440
450

LOCATE 21,56 : PRINT 'TIME,min: ";ST*NT;" "
C = 0 : T = NT*ST*60#

460
470
480

Ft* N=NSUM TO 1 STEP -1
CNEW = ENETCK(X(NJ),1L,T,DE(NND),N,PI)
C = C -CNEW

490
500

NEXT N
CNEW=-EXP(-(X(NJ)*2)/4/DE(NND)/T)*TL/SQR(PI*DE(NND)*T)

510
520

C = C -CNEW
WRITE #1, T/60,C

530

NEXT NT

540

NEXT NJ

550

CLOSE *1

560

LOCATE Q+NND,17 : PRINT HE'S(NND);" created for ENERGRAPHICS."

570 NEXT NND
580 END

'SUM 100 TERMS
'-50 TO 50, SMALL
"TERMS FIRST
’AM) ZEROTH TERM

